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BALLAD OF ROSS MACDOWELL

pleasure to
meet you, mike. i’m
looking forward to
servicing your
needs.

(inspired by 'The Beverly
Hillbillies' theme song)

Welcome to this
story about a
man named Ross,

nice to
meet you as
well, ross, but
i highly doubt
you can.

i own a small
business, and i would much
prefer the option of working
with a supplier who can provide
quick turnarounds on low volume
custom made box orders. with the
total cost of purchasing large
quantities that tie up my cash flow, and
the long lead time to receive my
orders, i need an alternative.
can you help me?

A poor Canadian country
boy, who always wanted
to be his own boss,
And then one day when
he was selling high
quantities of boxes,

Up came the idea to
sell low volume
custom boxes,
you’re right,
at this moment i
can’t. but it is due
time this injustice
comes to an
end.

Shipping boxes, that
is. Corrugated gold;
Canadian made.

got it! i will
start a company
that will primarily
focus on servicing
small to medium
superclients who
require custom
packaging!

1977
Well the first thing
you know young Packman
starts Harwell,
The kinfolk said, "Ross, have
you lost your marbles?"
Said, "Regular paycheck is
better than diddly!"

But Packman loaded up his
cube truck and started
low volume delivery.
RSC’s, that is. Scored
sheets; full telescopes.

Present Day

And to this very day, The Mighty
Packman, welllllllll past
retirement age, continues to
champion custom corrugated
and foam packaging.

So welcome to the humble
origins of Packman and
Harwell Packaging!

*Did you know Harwell’s original logo is the emblem on
Packman’s chest? And can you guess why the “W” is
designed that way?
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To become a force of packaging,
Packman refused no order, even
though he did not have the equipment
needed at all times. So every week,
after selling in the day, Packman
had to make boxes by hand at night
to meet deliveries the following day.

One Year Later
Many challenges have
faced Packman over
the years.
All were vanquished.

Thanks to his boxing
expertise, he was able
to fight off their
criteria in the nick of
time to begin paying
himself $3.27 per hour
of an “eight” hour day.

Like that time when, in the very beginning
of Packman becoming the Champion of
Custom Packaging, the wage parity
commission gave him one year to pay
himself at least minimum wage, or they
would forcibly shut him down. But the
problem was, and especially with the
total hours he worked every week,
Packman couldn’t actually afford paying
himself minimum wage.

Not only does Packman bend
over backwards for superclients
needs, he has even driven backwards
on a bridge to make it on time for
a scheduled meeting.

Literally.

hard work, consistency, and
dedication are the keys to
packman’s success. in fact,
the only time he took a
break for the first few
years was on christmas day.

And over forty years later,
Packman remains committed
to supplying top notch quality,
flexible service, and competitive
pricing for superclients custom
packaging needs.
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in 1977, a family run business
was started by The Mighty Packman
and he is proud to see it continue
to flourish this very day.
with core values,
packman and his brood
respect traditions,
yet have evolved and
invest to stay current.

And even though Packman now takes
waayyy more well-deserved breaks
from his packaging duties, have no
worry for his children are holding
the fort - The Harwell Hall of
Boxes - down.

Lucky for Packman, his
super boxing powers
have been passed on
to both his children...

and

And so today, as a super
packaging family - Harwell
Packaging inc. - Packman
and his brood continue to
offer small volume custom
corrugated needs; except
now, Harwell designs and
manufactures much, much
more.
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all of packman’s sidekicks
are important to a family
run business.

packman’s sales force
will swoop in to offer
harwell’s products...

…and then the Dynamic
Designer will take over
to assure safe and cost
effective solutions are
developed to protect
superclients products.

after superclients approve
designs, orders are processed
by harwell’s incredible inside
sales.

Once orders and materials are
prepared for manufacturing,
Harwell’s Production Power
takes over.

shipping is rarely a
concern, for neither rain,
nor snow, nor sleet, nor
hail shall keep harwell’s
determined driver’s from
their appointed rounds.
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And to ensure everything
runs smoothly, Packman
oversees it all.
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Packman, and his loyal
sidekicks of packaging
do-gooders, offers
custom designs for our
superclients specific
needs.

He offers no more or no
less than what is required
unless requested otherwise
to suit superclients specific
needs.

well done,
box widow
and box lad.
keep up the
good work.

i believe
superbuyer will
be duly impressed
with our latest
box bot
creation.

thank you,
packman. this box
bot will accompany
me as i fight the evil
space couriers in
space.
rest assured,
whatever needs to be
shipped from planet to
planet, corrdroid the
courageous box bot will
protect all that is
fragile by your
side.

Packman wants to save the
universe one box at a time.

By wasting less material
through design concepts,
and using recyclable or
recycled material wherever
possible, Packman can create
an environmentally friendly
and professional looking
packaging solution while
still maintaining its integrity.

whether packman designs with foam,
corrugated, wood, molded pulp, or any
material that is available to offer our
superclients, we are sure to find a
solution to cost effectively battle the
dastardly space couriers who see
fragile printed on a box and consider it
a challenge to break the contents inside.

in fact, packman is not
scared of any packaging
challenge his custom
packages will face, so
bring it on!
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Packman has made
it Harwell’s mission
to offer quality at
competitive prices.

Packaging training
is a must.

All of Packman’s full-time
sidekicks have passed a
rigorous quality training
program.

From top to bottom,
everyone at Harwell
takes pride in the
quality of their work;
all thanks to Packman’s
directive.
With written procedures,
Packman has made it so
everyone is responsible
for their work.

Packman has also instituted one
last visual check by Harwell’s
Spectacular Shippers before
anything is shipped out of
Harwell’s door.
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From Harwell’s Boxcave,
Packman offers flexible
service solutions to
match superclients needs...

...because Space is an
issue for every company
wanting to maximize floor
space with production and
not storage.

Packman understood the
importance of space from
his humble beginnings of
servicing small companies,
and has evolved his
service offerings to
challenge the powerful
and evil Space Gremlin.

ha! i never
thought to
move you with
my shrinking ray
blast, space
gremlin!

But no challenge
is too big for
Packman.

feel my
power!

i am unmovable !

So if and when Packman takes a
look at superclients receiving
requirements, he can come up
with a flexible service plan
where everyone wins except the
Space Gremlin.
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Not high-tech belt
gadgets, boxarangs,
and grappling hooks
that mean nothing to
our superclients.

To keep Harwell relevant for
over forty years, Packman has
continuously invested in state
of the art equipment that
focuses on servicing custom
packaging requirements.

i don’t
joke around
when investing in my
weapons of packaging
might to defeat
shipping evil.

instead, packman
invests in new
machinery and
technology.

Like design software specific for
corrugated and foam, a sample
making machine, fast set-up box
and die-cutting machines, and
custom foam converting machines.

And if by chance Harwell can’t manufacture a
superclient’s specific requirements, Packman
will team-up with trusted super-suppliers
who Packman has fought packaging crime with
over the years.

Because Packman believes all
superclients should get exactly
what they need, not only what
Harwell produces.
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after a long year of battling
packaging crimes, packman looks
forward to a well-deserved
break.
ouch!
i think i just
pulled my
back out!

for packman and his
harwell brood, the
end of the year brings
peace, joy, love, and…

Many existing superclients
already know about these
fabled cookies.

abracookiedabra!
sugar, spice, and
everything nice...

But if by chance you have not heard the
whispered tales of these heavenly treats;
Packman’s end of year tradition is to ensure
Harwell’s superclients belly’s are filled
with homemade superpowered cookies.
Cookies that are all baked from scratch
by his lovely wife, Cookie Woman; or NAN as
she is colloquially known by the Harwell brood.

And it’s not just one type of
cookie that Cookie Woman
bakes. Every year, for the
last twenty-five years or so,
t h ere a r e ov e r twe n ty
taste-defying experiences
one can only enjoy by being
a Harwell superclient.

hurry,
before
they’re all
gone!

*Warning: Fasting in November is recommended,
for these cookies are made with real butter,
sugar, and love.
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packman’s passion for
fighting waste is second
to none.

stay back,
gruesome
garbage!

packman bad.
you take food away from
gruesome. gruesome not
happy.

He protects earth for future generations
by offering environmentally friendly
packaging wherever possible. Whether
through design to reduce the amount of
material used by maximizing the footprint
used to reduce waste, which, as an added
bonus, reduces the price; or with 100%
recyclable corrugated/pulp/hexacomb/foam
materials.

i think
not! you are
already too
well fed!
BUT GRUESOME ALWAYS
HUNGRY FOR MORE!

Packman also manufactures
with recycled products to
help reduce what’s put into
landfills after one use.

Packman realizes that many think a
box is just a box, but the reality is
much different. Finding solutions that
are both cost effective and help
safeguard our environment are what
keeps Packman battling packaging
crime well into the night.
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today’s harwell packaging
inc. was originally known
as harwell cartons ltd.

Why the name change, you ask? Well, Packman
discovered a monstrous void in the marketplace for a one stop shop manufacturer of
custom corrugated die-cuts, foam products,
and assembly of finished goods to go along
with custom regular boxes. So in 1987
Packman created DoWELL PACKAGING from the
ashes of oblivion to compliment Harwell
Cartons.

after a little over a decade of
battling packaging evil under
two company names, packman
used his one time only use
mega-level telekinetic cosmic
corrugated superpower to
merge both companies together
in 1999, which is when harwell
packaging inc. was born.
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“Don’t fight
your packaging, box
with Harwell,” is why
all our superclients
sleep easy knowing their
products are well
protected.

That’s all
well and good,
Packman, but
bottom line
what is the
price?

a great
question, for the
bottom line is
important. on paper, the
price for the die-cut box
and foam i am offering is
more expensive than what
you are paying now for
your regular box and
bubble wrap.

but you will
save time in packing,
and your transport
cost will be lower since
you can fit more on
a pallet.

with these factors
alone - not taking into
account employee
satisfaction, less risk of injury,
and less damaged goods which you
are forced to replace at a loss - i
believe our solution will save, at
bare minimum, 10% overall off
your bottom line.

you have
yourself a
deal.
Thank you.
Looking forward
to servicing you and
proving Harwell’s
capabilities are
second to
none.

if your company is primed and ready
to get its packaging materials and
procedures evaluated for potential
cost savings, contact packman’s
superhero sidekick team at harwell.
we’ll be happy to help.
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packman’s core packaging power is the
design and manufacturing of corrugated
and foam products. it is the driving
force and foundation to packman’s
overpowering packaging victories.

BOXMOBILE

but packman has made it so
corrugated and foam are
not the only packaging
materials harwell can
offer.

Packman’s future vision provides
him the ability to forever be on
the cutting edge. He is always on
the lookout for new packaging
products and ideas to satisfy
Harwell’s superclients needs
and maintain a competitive advantage.
So you can rest assured
that Packman will never
say no to the craziest
of ideas until all avenues
have been explored.

but if by chance harwell doesn’t have
a packaging product available that best
satisfies a superclient’s need,
packman will do his best to help
locate a supplier who can.
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Packman does have one
weakness... The word
“cardboard” is his
Kryptonite.

i don’t
understand?
i just want this
cardboard box
quoted.

Can you
manufacture
this cardboard
box, Packman?

Sorry, we
don’t manufacture
cardboard boxes and
what you’re holding in
your hand is not
cardboard
material.

No problem, glad to
help. For future reference,
to avoid any misunderstanding, the
material of this box is called
corrugated. Cardboard is the
material that cereal boxes are made
with. You can see the difference
between the two materials
by the flute in
corrugated.

oh, i
get it. the
thicker box with the
waves in the middle is
called corrugated, not
cardboard,
right?

flute?

Yes, and not
the musical instrument.
Corrugated board has two
outside liners, and a flute,
or medium as some call it,
that is corrugated
between the liners.

right! the reason
most manufacturing
companies use corrugated,
and not cardboard, is for
shipping purposes. however,
corrugated can be used for many
applications beyond just a
shipping box. like displays,
interior packaging, retail
boxes, and pizza boxes.

huh, interesting,
good to learn something
new every day. i had no idea
how involved making a
“corrugated” box
was.

wow! make
my packaging
supplier
harwell.

excellent! and you’re
right, it is very involved. in fact,
corrugated material is regularly run in
either kraft and oyster (white). there are a
multitude of different thicknesses of flutes
and combinations to make single wall, double wall,
and triple wall boxes (ie: a, b, c, e, bc, ac, aac). the
material itself, when combined, also makes different
strengths (ie: single wall 23ect*, 29ect, 32ect, 40ect,
44ect; and in double wall 42ect, 48ect, 51ect, and
71ect). and i haven’t even touched on the many
solutions harwell can offer when it comes
to various coatings, and printing on your
boxes.

You mean
you can print
my logo for
branding?
Definitely! And often
times at no extra charge on
the box price other than the
initial print plate itself. Harwell has
the capabilities to offer you one color
flexo printing up to a multi-colored box.
Not only this, if you want even higher-end
printing, whether silk screen or
litho-laminated printing, just let me
know and let’s get to work!
*Edge Crush Test.
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Packman specializes in providing many
types of solutions with different types
and densities of foam, but nothing
protects highly fragile and sensitive
products during transit better
than Harwell’s polyethylene foam.

Not even Packman, with the fury of
his drop test wrath, could damage
a product packed inside a custom
Harwell foam package designed by
Harwell’s Dynamic Designer.

Harwell boxes and foam will shield
superclients products from the
most evil of Transport Trolls time
and time again.

When packed properly, no shock or vibration
- or flamethrowers, grenades, and AK-47’s will harm a product shipped in Harwell’s
custom designed and manufactured packaging
solutions.

GRRRAAAHH

bo

WOOHOO

ing

WHEEE

in fact, even after several
impacts, harwell foam
will remember to return
to its original shape to
protect from another
shock or vibration.
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And Packman makes every
effort to illuminate
Harwell’s recycled and
recyclable foam for all
of his superclients to
see, feel, and test.
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industries that packman services
are wide and varied. to name but a
few: high-tech, automotive, aerospace,
medical, food, and industrial.

Packman, with his over fifty-five
years experience - or make that
one hundred and twenty years
of experience when combined
with his two sons - has pretty
much serviced any industry that
requires custom packaging
that one can imagine.

Packman has seen and done
a lot in the packaging world,
but he will never say he’s
seen and done it all. However,
Harwell’s superclients can
rest easy knowing that Packman
is on the case.

so give him a call!
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one such time was when
packman TRANSFERRED
ownership over to his
two sons, boxman and
hardcorr.
henceforth,
you shall be
known as hardcorr
and boxman.

there are times when even
the mighty packman had to
overcome adversity.

Succession is rarely easy, and in Packman’s case it was
extremely hard because of three snakes in the grass.

what
is this
treachery?

What should have been an exciting time
for Packman, instead became a time of
constant battle to stay alive.
have at
thee!

brilliant
right corrcross,
boxman. i have
taught you
well.

But the strong survive, and that’s
what Packman did. With ingenuity,
strength of character, and help
from loyal superclients;
Packman and his brood persevered
to become even stronger!
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thank you
for all your
support!

Harwell recently
celebrated its 40th
anniversary.
Packman, Hardcorr,
and Boxman are very
proud of this.

There have been many ups and downs
battling packaging crime over the
years; yet even through the downs,
Packman has always found joy in going
to the office every day.

This packaging passion that
Packman permeates makes him
unique. He wants to help more
than just to profit. Because he
is a rags to riches story, he
has never forgotten where he
came from and appreciates all
that he has now.

by never forgetting, he has never sat in
his ivory tower, the harwell hall of
boxes. instead, to this very day, he still
enjoys working with superclients to
solve their packaging problems when he’s
not yelling fore.
where
would you like
me to place
these samples
for testing?

packman will forever be the heart of
harwell, and ready for action when
called upon by the harwell box signal.
and if packman is on the 10th green
focused over a three foot putt,
hardcorr will gladly take your call
anytime.

and packman taught this
hands on approach as a
valuable lesson to boxman
and hardcorr.

see you at
2:30. no, i will
be carrying
my bag.

not a
problem,
happy to
help.

packman is happy that superclients have appreciated
working with a familiar face over the last forty
years plus as they squash packaging crime together.
in return, packman has enjoyed every victory
alongside them. his experience gained, coupled with
steady and continuous support, is a rare commodity
to take advantage of in today’s world.
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ice
is free
too?

Nothing in life is free, but
Packman believes it’s good
business to offer something
for free with hopes of getting
more in return.

for harwell’s superclients,
and potential business as
well, packman provides free
design service and samples
for approval of concepts
and drop testing.

definitely.

And if a potential superclient is
serious in working with Packman,
then Packman is ready to
negotiate to meet each
superclient’s specific needs,
whatever they may be.

if packman can do
it for you, he will.

next!
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The Mighty Packman, Harwell
Packaging, and Packman’s sidekicks
will hopefully continue to provide
custom packaging as a family
business for a third generation
with support from our
superclients.

Supporting a business like
Harwell Packaging will help
assure fair competition in
the packaging industry.
Packman’s promise is to always offer
design service, quality products, quick
turnaround, and competitive pricing to
satisfy custom packaging needs that
will protect products from the
ravages of evil during transit.

We at Harwell hope you also
enjoyed Packman’s adventures,
because Packman sure has over
his career. And if you want the
adventures to continue, just
give Harwell a call and let’s
make new ones together!

To be continued, so…

Just sit right back
and you’ll hear a tale,
A tale of Boxman
and Hardcorr
That started with made to
measure boxes,
But now with much,
much more...

***Please note: Terms to be discussed, and free shipping in the Montreal and surrounding area.
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From its humble beginnings to a
multidiverse packaging company, I like
to think Harwell is a success story that
comes along every once in a while.
Following graduation from a seminary
college, I entered the workforce at
an early age with a corrugated box
manufacturer. Developing an interest
in the business, I was always keen on
learning more. It was while I was working
as a sales representative, after a few
years working in the plant and as a technical designer, that I came to realize a good
percentage of business was not adequately serviced by large corrugated box
companies like the one I was working for. I constantly had to turn down potential
business with phrases like, “You’re too small.” “You need to pay more.” “You will
have to wait your turn for delivery.” I genuinely felt bad for clients, since there
wasn’t a supplier offering flexibility and the ability to service small and/or niche
requirements.
Then in 1976 the proverbial light bulb hovered over me, and that’s when I decided
to find a way to fill this niche. I began my journey by searching for equipment that
would manufacture boxes in smaller volumes. After a year or so I discovered a
machine (crude by today’s standards) that I believed could work.
So it was that on August 22nd, 1977, Harwell Cartons Ltd. officially opened its doors
to the world of packaging.
There were some minor irritants at the very beginning; such as money (none),
customers (none), suppliers (none), credit (none), trucks (none), car (none), and
manpower (one). But what I did have was an absolute belief in myself and the
determination to make it work.
The rest is history.
Harwell packaging is a privately owned family business that is currently being
run by the second generation of MacDowell’s. Interestingly enough, the third
generation is also showing a keen interest in continuing the Harwell legacy well
into the future. I am very proud of this.
So from the Harwell family, thank you for your continued support and we hope you
enjoyed this comic that recounts a brief history of Harwell and what we do. It’s been
a pleasure all these years servicing your packaging needs.
Sincerely,

Ross MacDowell
(aka PACKMAN)
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Homemade
cookies
anyone?
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Now don’t forget, along
with Cookie Woman’s
famous cookies, you can
also get your custom
corrugated and foam
packaging needs from

